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POWER OUTPUT ANI) AIR REQUIREMENTS OF A TWO-STROKE
CYCLE ENGINE FOR AERONAUTICAL USE

BY C. R. PATOXand CABLTO~KEMPER

SUMMARY

The investigation herein reported was undertaken by the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics at its research Laboratory, LangIey Field, Vs., in order to determine the pres-
sure and amount of air necessary for satisfactory high-speed Itwo-stroke cycle operation and
thus permit the poxer requirements of the air pump or bIower to be determined. AssembIy
and development of the apparatus and preliminary work in connection with the fuel-injection
system -were done under the direction of l~r. Robertson Matthews.

The object of this investigation was to determine the pressure and amount of air necessary
for satisfactory scavenging and op eratio~ of a high-speed, two-stroke cycle en=tie for aero-
nautical use, a 5 by 7 inch singk-cylinder Liberty test engine being adapted for the purpose.
The fuel and seav-enging system consisted of a fuel-injection pump and injection valve, used
in conjunction with a separately dri~en Roots type blower. Tests mere conducted at speeds of
1,000, 1,200, and 1,300 revolutions per minute, with air-supply pressures from 2 to 6 lb./sq. in.
gauger and results show, that 53 brake horsepo~er could be developed at, 1,300 revolutions
per minute, with a scavenging air pressure of 5.5 Ib./sq. in., a specific air consumption of
9 lb./B. HP./h,., and a specific fuel consumption of 0.61 lb./l3.HP./hr. Under these conditions
3 horsepower -iras required to supply the air, resulting in a ne~ poxer output of 50 brake horse-
pow-er. A minimum specific air consumption of 8.4 lb./B. HP. was obtained at this speed
with an air-supply pressure of approximately 3.5 Ib./sq. in. when developing 41 brake horse-
power. Chattering of earn-operated exhaust ~a.lves prevented higher speeds.

Based on power output and air requirement here obtained the two-stroke cycle engine
would seem to be fa-rorabIe for aeronautical use. NTOattempts were made to secure satisfactory
operation at idIing speeds.

INTRODUCTION

lt has frequent.Iy been proposed to use engines operating on the two-stroke vjde for air-
craft, because of the inherent possibfit,ies of obtain@ decreased weight per horsepower. ln
order, however, to operate economically at high speeds and high mean effective pressure, some
auxiliary means of scayengingg, that would tend to a~oid loss of fueI with the exhaust, is neces-
sary. Special attenti& has been recentIy directed toward the use of a compressor or bIower to
supply the necessary air for sca~enging, as weJ.1as for combustion, in order to increase the poser
output.

To estimate the performance of such” an engine, among other things the power required
by the air pump or blower must be considered. This is dependent on the pressure and amount
of air necessary for satisfacto~ scavenging. h~o adequate information -was a-railable concern-
ing these requirements for high-speed two-stroke cycIe engines.

CofiiderabIe research and development work had been done along these Iines but most of
it was applicable to engines operating at relatively low speeds. During the war, Doctor Junkers,
in Germany, de-ve~oped (Reference 1) a 500-horsepower, six-cylinder, valveless two-stroke
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182 REPORTXATIONAL ADJ71SORYCOMMITTEEFOR .4EROXAUTICS

cycle engine for aviation purposes having two opposed pistons per cylinder and using airless
fuel injection, electric ignition, and a direct connected scavenging blower. Oper&ticm was
reported to be satisfactory at 2,OOO revolutions per minute. However, work on this engine
was discontinued at the close of the war and no test results were
requirements,

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

ENGINE AND AIR SYSTEM

For the putpose of this investigation a single cylinder Liberty
bore and 7-inch stroke, was used. It was altered as necessary to
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FIG. 1.—Two-stroke L i b e r t y
odaption, showing extent of
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two-stroke cycle with domestic avi-
ation gasoline as fuel and with the
usual electric ignition. The stand-
ard Liberty cylinder was @tered as
shown in Figure 1, mounted on a
singIe cylinder crank case and the
engine connected to an electric Cra.

dle type dynamometer. Air was
supplied at various pressures by a
separately driven Roots blower and
fuel was sprayed into the air, as it
entered the cylinder, by a cam actu-
ated fuel injection pump and spring
loaded fueI injection valve, This
airless fuel injection system, substi-
tuted for the usual carburetor, al-
lowed the time of injection to be so
delayed as to prevent the loss of fuel

available concerning its air

test engine, having a ~-inch
permit its operation on the

mc.
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FIG. 2,—Two.stroke cycle valve timing

with the exhaust gases and scavenging air. AS shown, inlet ports were

provided in the cylinder wall which communicated with a box to which
air was supplied under pressure by the blower. Both valves in the head
were used for exhaust and were operated by a modifiecl Liberty valve
mechanism. Exhaust through valves in the head was adopted pri-
marily to facilitate the necessary alterations to the Liberty cylinder, it
being more difficult to provide suitably cooled exhaust ports at the base
of the cylinder than to exhaust through the two valves in the hewl,

where suitable cooling was already
provided. Figure 2 &ows a di~-
gram of the timing of ports and
valves. Scavenging air entered
the cylinder as the piston uncov-
ered the ports; the injection of fuel
into the air being delayed to in-
sure that the minimum amount
would be carried out through the
exhaust with the scavenging air.

The piston used was similar
in form to the standard Liberty
high compression type and gave

an effective compression ratio ~con-
sidering the reduction in effective
stroke caused by the presence of
the inlet ports, of 4.7 to 1. A
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piston having a skirt. sufficiently long to cover the ports with the piston at the top of the stroke
couId not readily be adapted; therefore the crank case ~as closed and subjected to approxi-
mately the same mean pressure as the air supplied to the engine.

A diagrammatic sketch of the apparatus used for measuring and supplying air under pres-
sure is shown in Figgre 3, a standard 2-inch Durley orifice (References 2 and 3) being used to
determine the air consumption. Pressure fluctuations normally exist~~ as a result of the
operation of the b~omer and of the intermittent tlow to the engine -were reduced by a combinat-
ion of a throttling valve, rubber diaphra=gns, large capacity receivers, and baffles so .th~t this
method should give fairly reliable results. A smaII surge chamber was placecl as near the
engine as possible to insure freedom from irregular operation due to sur=@ng in the air line.

FUEL S1’STE3f

The fuel system comprised a primary gear pump, suppl~~~ fueI at L pressure of 70 lb./sq.
in. to a cam-actuated plunger type injecticm pump, -which in turn supplied fuel to a spring-loaded

FIG. 4.—Fue1injection pump

injection nozzle. The nozzIe was arranged to
spray the fuel into the air as it entered the en-
gine cylinder, the spray being directed against
the air stream. This location and arrangement
of the nozzle -was seIected after trials which
showed it to give the maximum power output.

FIG. 5.—Fuel bjection pump and timi~g mechanism

.+ sketc~ of the injection pump is sh&-n in Figge 4. The mm operates the pump pIunger
by means of a rocker arm having a roller follower. A threaded adjusting sleeve operated by
a gear and hand crank (fig. 5) limits the suction stroke of this phmger, thereby, controIIirg
the quantity of fuel injected per cycle. The hub of this slee~e is graduated, permitting accurate
adjustment of the pump stroke from zero to the maximum cam lift of 0.200 inch by increments
of 0.005 inch. The best results -were obtained with a plunger diameter of 0.53 inch; only
approximately one-fourth of the available pIunger stroke was required for the maximum power
developed. The injection pump is mounted 071a special timing head (shown in figs. 5 and 6).
A con~enient hand wheel operating a. worm permits adjustment of the injection timiig while
the engine is operat~~.

4248%27-13
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A sketch of the fuel injection valve is shown in Figure 7. The needle val-re has a lapped
fit in the valve body and is liftecl by the fuel pressure on the exposed cross section of the stem.
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FIG. i .—Fuel injection. valve

An adjustable spring governs the pressure at
which the valve opens. For these tests the
spring was adjusted to permit opening of the
valve when a static pressure of approximately
1,600 lb ./sq, in. was applied. The nozzle has
two holes of 0.0z2 inch diameter, which direct
the fuel against an impact lip.

The discharge characteristics of the com-
U plete fuel injecti& system haw s been reporteci

FIO. 6,—Liberty single cylinder two-stroke cycle engine in N. A.. C. ~. Tech~lical Note hTo. 213.

METHOD OF TESTING

The method of obtaining the performance data was to operate the engine with a fixed air
supply pressure, selecting by trial, a suitable pump stroke (fuel quantity) a.nclpump timing to
give m~ximum power w~th -minimum fuel co&&ption at speeds of 1,000, 1~200~ and 1~300
revolutions per minute. Tests were then made with the pump stroke reduced until a decrease
of approximately 1 per cent in power was observed. In order to insure that the most suitable
pump timing had been used, iests were also made with the timing both slightly advanced and
retarded from the position originally selected. The air supply pressure was then increased
and similar tests made. Air supply pressures from approximately 2 to 5,5 lb./sq. in. gauge,
were used and the air and fuel consumption and power output determined for air-fuel ratios
giving both maximum power and approximately 99 per cent maximum power.

The air consumption was determined as previously stated, with a standard 2-inch Durley
orifice after special precautions had been taken to insure air flow, free from troublesome pressure
fluctuations. A sensitive recording manometer (Reference 4) was used to determine the pressure
fluctuations at the orifice and with its aid a combination of a throttling valve, rubber diaphragms,
large capacity receivers and baffles was selected which reduced these fluctuations to a degree
which was considered satisfactory. Since fluctuathg pressures have been shown to tend to
exaggerate the true amount of the air flow (Reference 5), the air quantities recorded are, if
anything, slightly too large. Air-fuel ratios obtained during the tests, as computed from these
air measurements indicate, however, that the air quantities were not unreasonably large.
Pressure drop at the orifice was determined -with an inclined manometer reading to 0.01 inch
of water and the air supply pressures recorded were determined by means of a mercury
manometer located at the large tank.
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The fuel quantity was determined by calibrating ‘the nozzle and pump. Fuel from the
nozzle was weighed for a kno-wn number of cycles, -while discharging a.t atmospheric pressure,
thus making unnecessa~ any correction for leakage of the system. Since the pressure of the
air into whkh the fuel was injected during the engine tests did not exceed 6.25 lb./sq. in. gauge,
the calibration obtained by testing at atmospheric pressure was substantially correct.

The engine power was measured by means of an elect.ric cradIe-type dynamometer, and
magnetically operated stop wztch and revolution counter. Temperatures of air, oil, and cool-
ing water were maintained approximately constant. Ignition was timed to occur ah 30° advance,
two spark plugs being used during all tests. Engine compression pressures were determined
with a balanced piston indicator while the engine was being driven by the dynamometer.

RESULTS OF TESTS

The test results are presented in the form of curves, Figures 8 to 12, i.dusi~e, all of which
are observed performance at sea level. The rate of air flow-, compression pressure, and observed
brake horsepower resulting from changes in
the air supply pressure are~hown in Flg-ue 8. II II

The curves represent.ing airfiowin lb./hr.
[3Q0 +%’f 55

/ ~ I
are linear for al but the higher air pressures /
at 1,300 revolutions per minute. The air - — —
flow was apparently affected ~ery little by ~. ,
change of engine speed over the range inv-es-
tigated and w-asla.rge~y dependent on the air
supp~y pressure. Unsuitable wd-re gear de- .~~o
sign was probably responsible for the shape “~

/
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of the cume at 1,300 re~olutioms per minute. $
The curves of compression pressures are ~-f60
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also linear for the range investigated.
It should be noted that it was possible ~

to de-relop consistentlF 53 brake horsepower
&/~

cafi 1,300 re-rolutions per minute tith corre- .Q
spending brake mean effective pressure of $,, ~ l/x71
116.5lb./sq. in. This same engine when ~
operated as a four-stroke cycle -with a carbu- ~

h,wl .# v
A&‘fiov~lb.&+.

reter de-reIoped only 27.5 brake horsepower J30
;;i~i &=

I

at this same speed. The curve for 1.,300 T

revolutions per mi-rmte reaches a maximum .

at an air supply pressure of approximately f2uj
2 3 4 5 6 250

6 lb./sq. in., caused, presumably, by the A?- su@y pf-esswe.A5./sq@gffuge)

decrease iR air flow as indicated a.t this FIG. s

speed and pressure. Some brief tests were conducted with fueI tijected directly into the cyl-
inder, but the power output was much lomer than when the fuel was injected into the ente~o
air stream. As the primary object of making these tests was to determine the air requirements,
no further atterup t was made to develop direct-to-cylinder injection which might have possibili-
ties equal to those of injection into the entering air.

It was found desirable, in order to reduce the tendency to~ard detonation, to me 8 ems
of ethyl fluid per galIon of domestic atiation gasoline. NTOpump trouble -was experienced @
using either gasoline alone or gasoline and ethyl fluid mixture. Even though the compression
pressures varied o~er a tide range, the detonation remained fairly uniform in intensity during
most of the runs. It was not thought seYere enough to affect se~ioudy the power output.
Hot exhaust -raIves and reduction of the amount of residual exhaust gases (Reference 6), ‘due
to the scavenging air, both probably contributed to the tendency toward detonation. Experi-
ments at the Bureau of Standards ha-re shown that it is very difficult to scavenge a cylindrical
chamber as completely by means of an air blast as by actualIy passing a piston throughout its

.
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length.i However, in the case of an actual engine cylinder, where the clearance space is of
necessity not traversed by the piston, it is possible with air scavenging alone to equal or even
exceed the sca-venging ace omplished in t.ke conwniional four-stroke cycle engine. h the case
of a four-stroke cycle engine, 100 per cent scavenging of the displaced volume is accompkhed
by the piston, but the clearance volume remains practically unscz~enged. ln the case of the
tw-o-stroke cycle, herein described, although the displaced volume is incompletely scavenged
by the air blast it is also possible by the same means to scavenge partially the clearance space.
Thus it is conceivable that one might obtain better scavenging with the two-stroke cycle
engine, using air scavenging alone., than that possible with a four-stroke cycle engine of con-
ventional design.

It was observed that when the engine was operated with suitable pump timing, rich mixtures,
and air supply pressures of 3.5 to 4 lb. /sq. in. regular operation WOUIC1continue without electric
ignition if the cooling water temperatures were high enough. This would indicate either that
some part within the combustion chamber was hot enough to cause self-ignition or that con-
tinuous burning was taking place. It was questioned whether exhaust valves were hot enough
to cause self-ignition in the brief time interval t-railable at these engine spe.eck (Reference 7).
With the intention of determining whether increase of the amount of scavenging air would
influence this self-ignition tendency, the engine was operated at several scavenging air pressures
and the water temperatures increased until uniform operation was obtained without cdcc.tric
ignition. With an air supply pressure of 3.5 to 4 lb./sq. in. satisfact my operation without elec-
tric ignition was obtained when the water temperatures reached 150° l?, The engine then con-
tinued to run without missing until the water temperature was reduced to 900 l?, When the
air supply pressure was increased to 5 lb. /sq. in. self-ignition could not be obtained e~’cn with
very high jacket water temperatures. This indicated that the increased amount of cold scav-
enging air, preceding injection of fuel, either prevented ignition by residual flame or so reduced
the temperature of the hot parts as to eliminate self-ignition. As the tendency toward detona-
tion is known to be increased by the presence of hot regions in the cylinder (Reference 8), this
influence of the excess amount of cold scavenging air on combustion chamber temperatures
probably also par~ially accounts for the fact tha-t detontition ww fzirly uniform for all load
conditions. This may be explained by the facts tkat as the fuel and a,ir charges and compres-
sion pressure were increased} which would normally be expected to increase the detonation,
the exhaust valve and combustion chamber temperatures tended to decrease due to the
increased ffow of cold sca-re.nging air, the net result being practically uniform detonation for the
range of air pressures investigated.

The assumption that excess amounts of scavenging air flow past the exhaust valves
at air supply pressures above 3.2 lb. /sq, in. is borne out by an examination of l?igure 9,
which shows the effect of changes in air supply pressure on the specific air consumption.
It can be seen that above this pressure there is a marked increase in specific air consumption,
indicating loss of air with exhaust gases. As pre-riously explained, two distinct series of tests
were made, one with mixture quality giving maximum power and the other slightly leaned
until approximately 1 per cent decrease in power was observed, the corresponding curves being
given in Figure 9. The specific air consumption depends on the mixture quality but the mini-
mwn occurs at 1,300 revo]lltions per minute with a full rich mixture and an air supply pressure
of approximately 3,4 lb. /sq. in. The minimum specific air consumption at 1,300 revolutions
per minute was found to be approximately 8.35 lb./B. HP./hr. and may be compared with a
value of 7.15 lb. /B. HP. /hr. consued by a four-stroke cycle single-cylinder test engine of equal
displacement when operated under similar conditions.

Figure 10 shows the relation between specific air and fuel consumption and the brake
horsepower. It is interesting that both the minimum air and fuel c.onsurnptions occur at
approximately the same po~ver output and that any increase in power results in a substantial
increase in both air and fuel consumption, The specific fuel consumption at 1,300 revolutions
per minute reaches a minimum of 0.55 lb./B. HP.,/hr. when approximate ely 40 brake horsepower

1SOfar as the authors know these experiments have not b~en published,
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neh is bei~w developed or approximately 45 per cent more povrer than when operated on the
four-stroke cycle. It is noteworthy, however, that the specific fuel consumption is increased

*,

FIG. 10 ~G. 11

corresponding four-stroke cycle engine. E~timated povier required to supply the necessary scaY-
e~~~. ah has been subtracted from the obser~ed brake horsepower of the en=#ne in arriving at
the net values given above.

.
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The high specific fuel consumption of 0.61 lb./B .HP./hr. at 1,300 revolutions per minute,
corresponding to a power output of 50 brake horsepower net, is partly clue to the high friction
horsepower (6.9) of the single cylinder Liberty base on which the tests were performed. Assum-
ing that a multiple cylinder two-stroke cycle engine would have approximately the same friction
horse~ower as a four-stroke cycle aircraft engine of the same displacement, the f uel cons~lmption
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with the abov-e operating c&ditions would be reduced from
0.61 to 0.57 lb./B .HP./hr. Applying a corresponding re-
ductio~ to all of the fuel consumption values would serve
to make them more nearly approach those obtained with
current aircraft engines.

Figure 11 Shows the power required to suppy the air
used by the engine when operating at speeds of 1,000,
1,200, and 1,300 revohtions per minute and delivering the
power indicated. Power required by the blower is also
shown in terms of percentage of the observed brake horse-
power of the engine. These curves are based on the power
requirements of the N. A. C. A. Roots type supercharger,
a mechanical efficiency of 85 per cent being assumed. ‘1’his
efl?iciency is considered conservative as actual tests of the

~. A. C. A. Roots supercharger have shown-somewhat higher mechanical efficiencies than this
assumed value. It will be readily appreciated that with suitable engine valve and port timing
an oversize blower could be provided, thus serving to maintain the desired air pressure to a
predetermined altitude.

Figure 12 shows both the observed and net power developed, plotted against revolutions
per minute for air supply pressures of 3.6 and 5.5 lb./sq. in. gauge. These curves indicate
that given suitable valve mechanism higher speeds than those in-restigated would be pe~fcctly
feasible.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of these tests, although incomplete, indicate that greatly increased power out-
put, per unit of engine displacement, can be obtained with this two-stroke cycle engine, without
the excessive fuel consumption usually associated with carbureted two-stroke cycle engines. A
power output of 53 brake horsepower at 1,300 revolutions per minute or almost 85 per cent more
than is developed in one cylinder of a standard Liberty 12 engine at the same speed, v7as con-
sistently obtained with a 5 by 7 inch modified Liberty engine cylinder. Under these con-
ditions specific air and fuel consumption of 9.0 and 0.61 lb./B. HP./hr. respectively, were obtained.
Air was supplied, in the above case, for both scavenging and combustion ai 5.5 pounds gauge
pressure. The power required by a N. A. C. A. Roots type compressor of sufficient size to sup-
ply the necessary air, when the engine was operating at this power output, was estimated to be
3 horsepower. This figure might be reduced by using crankcase compression in conjunction
with the compressor.

An engine of this type using airless injection, electric ignition, and blower scavenging and
having the above performance characteristics, would seem to be worthy of consideration as a
power plant for aeroplanes in which the primary engine requirement, is the development of a large
power output per unit of engine displacement, and fuel economy is relatively unirnporbant.

The engine did not give satisfactory operation at idling speeds, but no attempt was made to
develop a design satisfactory in this respect as i~ was beyond the scope of this investigatioll.

The highest engine speed possible with the present design, using standard Liberty valves
and valve gear, was 1,3oO revolutions per minutej but it is felt that there WOUIC1be no marked
change in power} air or fuel consumption at somewhat higher speeds, as the trend of the curves
show no decrease in power or increase in specific air or fuel consumption with increase in speed
up to 1~300 revolutions per minute.
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lt is thought that suitable -wolves and valve mechanism would permit much ‘tigher engine
speeds than were possible with the present engine, and that better results would be obtained by
reversing the direction of gas flow through the cylinder so that the charge wotid enter through the
valves and exhaust through the ports. This latter change would increase valve life, insure COOI
md~es, which would materially rednce the tendency to-ward detonation, and should impro~e the
operation at. idling speeds. h the present design, a small idling charge can not reach the spark
plugs withouk being so diluted as to prevent ignition or at ~east cause slow burning. Wratiflca-
tion of the combustible charge remote from the spark plugs, as -ivouId be the case in the present
engine, would be detrimental, whereas, with the direction of gas flow re~ersed, a leading charge
of scavenging air could be timed to precede the injection of fuel and thus ~eave a stratified charge
of combustible mixture at the spark pIugs.
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